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Abstract

How can legitimate local management be created in a situation initially lacking respect for both local authority and federal government

regulations? This question is addressed through examination of the 18-year history of what became an effective local regulatory regime

for clams in an aboriginal community in British Columbia, Canada. After considering structural conditions favoring local management

in the fishery, the community, and governance arrangements, four stages in the development of legitimate local management are

examined, considering the roles of regulatory, scientific, political, and moral legitimacy. Eight hypotheses regarding the larger question of

legitimate fisheries regulations are confirmed or proposed.

r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction. Why study legitimacy?

Because it is generally agreed that fishing systems need to
be sustainable, reasonably efficient, and effective, fisheries
management is increasingly thought of as a three-legged
stool requiring contributions from ecologists, economists,
and other social scientists [1]. But there has been little
agreement among these three disciplines about why
monitoring and enforcement of fishing regulations is such
a major problem, absorbing considerable resources in most
fisheries. In some high-value fisheries, government agencies
have abandoned hope of achieving voluntary compliance
with regulations through conventional means and have
adopted systems of on-board observers or 24-h camera
surveillance, in addition to dockside and in-plant monitor-
ing. These actions have imposed significant costs on fishers
(and in some fisheries simply eliminated small-scale
producers). In many other fisheries, such methods are
either not logistically possible or cannot be achieved
economically, so the search for more effective approaches
continues [2].
ee front matter r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Some economists have argued that property rights-based
systems increase compliance or even eliminate the need for
investment in enforcement, because self-interest will create
a self-enforcing regime. However, many quota systems
which were originally claimed to be self-enforcing are being
found to have non-compliance problems or high enforce-
ment costs [3]. Some are even among those now requiring
costly camera surveillance. So it is encouraging that some
economists ([4], see Hatcher et al. of Ref.[3]) see benefit in
looking at the legitimacy of regulations (and even the
fisheries system), which other social scientists have long
held to play a major role in compliance. These scholars
argue that to use power effectively, gain acceptance of, and
compliance with, social policies and regulations, autho-
rities need to obtain legitimacy [5]. These authors would
likely consider camera surveillance as evidence of low to
non-existent legitimacy, equivalent to treating fishers like
prison inmates [6].
Ecologists have added an interesting twist to this

equation. Schumann [7] found that compliance was higher
when Chilean fishers had developed ‘‘consciousness’’ about
the ecology of an area through their respectful relationship
with ecologists who conducted stock assessments for and
with their local management group, sharing ecological
findings with fishers when the latter were interested in
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2The West Coast of Vancouver Island (WCVI) Aquatic Management

Board (AMB) was formed in 2002, following eight years of activism in the
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taking training with them. It is an important finding that
the sharing of ecological knowledge by natural scientists
can play a key role in legitimizing regulations, even when
these regulations are created by a local management
authority. Co-management scholarship has documented
many cases in which fishers’ knowledge contributed to
natural science, but there has been less emphasis on what
natural science contributed to fishers’ knowledge, or how
natural science could legitimize co-management or local
management. Exceptions to this pattern are discussed in
depth in Soto [8], who highlights the discussions in two
studies addressing this question. Gendron et al. [9]
document a Quebec lobster fishery in which ecologists
‘‘contributed to the successful implementation of stronger
conservation measures, to which fishers were very recepti-
veythe fishers realized the impact of increased effort on
the stocks.’’ Zwanengburg et al. [10] document the effective
relationships in the Nova Scotian Fishermen and Scientists
Research Society between government scientists and fishers
who collaborate with them on data collection, research,
and interpretation of results, to the point of fishers
sometimes designing the research. In both these situations,
the sharing of natural science understandings of stock
status and marine ecology contributed significantly to the
legitimacy fishers accorded regulations based on these
understandings.

The goal of this discussion is to contribute to an
understanding of how fishing regulations become legit-
imate in the eyes of affected local fishers. What are the
processes? What are the key dimensions of legitimacy?
How do they interact?

2. Methods

These questions are approached by exploring a 18-year
legitimacy-building process in one fishery in one commu-
nity, Kyuquot (Fig. 1), which had key conditions in
common with the Schumann case described above: (1) the
management system is area-based and thus has many of the
characteristics of a Territorial Use Rights Fishery or
TURF [11] at least informally; (2) widespread poaching
and disregard for regulations had been the norm in the
past; (3) the area had been drastically overfished and
closed, and some portions of it had to remain closed; (4) a
local group of fishers became involved in making regula-
tions; (5) scientific stock assessment played a key role in
crafting the regulations, and fishers often participated
voluntarily in the assessments; (6) the state fisheries agency
did not play an active role in monitoring and enforcement.

It is unclear to what extent the findings of this study can
generalize to fisheries or communities with structural
characteristics different from the ones outlined above and
in more detail in Section 4 below. It is likely, however, that
many of the dynamics of legitimacy creation are universal.
The goal here is therefore to suggest possibilities and
generate hypotheses about some of the key dynamics and
conditions which can be tested in future research.
In order to examine the development of legitimacy, this
discussion analyzes the development of a local manage-
ment system over 18 years and considers fishers’ percep-
tions of: (a) the fishing regulations, (b) the management
system, and (c) the management authority. It follows Tyler
[12] in considering that both process and outcome
dimensions of management are important: i.e., that to be
considered legitimate, regulations must be perceived to be
effectively and fairly enforced (process), and that the
results (outcomes) of regulations are also perceived as
effective and fair.
However, attention is also paid to the management

system, conceptualizing management more broadly than
simply the activity of regulating fishing activity during a
fishery. A range of management rights that were success-
fully asserted on an informal basis by the local fisheries
authority are identified, including the local regulation and
enforcement of harvesting schedules, of internal access, of
external exclusion, of habitat protection, and of stock data
collection and analysis. These assertions of rights may be
considered a good test case of the legitimacy of local
authority, because these rights were asserted at the same
time that the local authority enforced unpopular govern-
ment regulations regarding non-harvest in areas believed
by government to have water quality concerns. Building
legitimacy thus faced an unusually steep uphill battle.
This unique opportunity for an in-depth historical

analysis presented itself because the second author had
served as head of the local fisheries program, Kyuquot/
Checleseht Fisheries (KCF), for a 20-year period,
1986–2006, between age 21 and 41. In this role he was
the major player who initiated and stewarded the processes
described below, learning as he went. In this paper he
identified the key events which created change, and the
major shifts in practice and consciousness over time,
allowing the first author to generate analytical categories
for conceptualizing these.
The first author lived in Kyuquot a total of nearly five

months over a three-year period 2004–2006, conducting
semi-structured interviews with 15 clam diggers, 10 band
officials/staff, and 5 community leaders. She attended
community meetings, read historical records from office
files, worked with a local committee discussing how to
enlarge the scope of clam co-management, participated in
community events, and had multiple informal conversa-
tions with some 50% of the adult community residents.
Outside the community, she interviewed federal and
provincial regulatory officials, leaders in the Nuu-chah-
nulth Tribal Council (NTC), leaders and diggers in
adjacent communities, attended four meetings of the West
Coast Vancouver Island Clam Board [15] (which meets
semi-annually) and eight meetings of the West Coast
Vancouver Island Aquatic Management Board (which
meets more frequently).2 These sources were used to verify,
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Fig. 1. Kyuquot Sound–Checleseht Bay within Nuu-chah-nulth Territory (Ha-houlthee).
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enrich, and raise additional interpretations of materials
discussed in taped conversations with the second author
over this three-year period. These involved not only a
detailed review of events and some historical documents,
but also iterative discussions of possible interpretations of
events. The second author reviewed, commented on, and
reinterpreted additional analyses produced by the first
author. Band Council members and Nuu-chah-nulth fish-
eries staff reviewed the penultimate draft. Thus, reliability
of evidence was achieved by several forms of triangulation
[13]. Three graduate students (Alyssa Joyce, Katie Beach,
and most notably Jennifer Silver) also contributed to
various aspects of this fieldwork3
(footnote continued)

WCVI region by First Nations, commercial, recreational, and environ-

mental interests, plus two Regional Districts, which had formed an

organization to work together toward sustainable integrated aquatic

management. See www.westcoastaquatic.ca
3See Beach’s master’s thesis on water quality testing in Kyuquot [14].

Silver’s PhD. thesis on clam markets is in progress.
3. Background

The second author’s program, Kyuquot/Checleseht
Fisheries (KCF), served Kyuquot, a community of some
200 permanent residents made up of members of the
Kyuquot and Checleseht First Nations who were the
original inhabitants of Kyuquot Sound and Checleseht
Bay, and had laid claim to jurisdiction of this specific
geographic area. As one united political entity, they formed
the northernmost of the 14 First Nations which made up
the Nuu-chah-nulth people who claim an area fronting
360 km of coastline of the west coast of Vancouver Island
as their traditional territory (Fig. 1).4

This 18-year period was a time of intense political
development by the Nuu-chah-nulth, who were among a
few leaders in the development of the 1992 Canada-wide
Aboriginal Fishing Strategy.5 One element of this Strategy
4The majority of Nuu-chah-nulth Nations are still negotiating a treaty

with Canada and British Columbia.
5The Aboriginal Fishing Strategy emerged from constitutional negotia-

tions, court decisions, new public opinion polls, and the Oka crisis, a
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was to develop local co-management between First
Nations and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans
(DFO), the federal agency whose mandate is to collect and
analyze data, administer licenses, and regulate fishing and
habitat protection. Two regional co-management boards
eventually emerged on the west coast of Vancouver Island:
the West Coast of Vancouver Island (WCVI) Clam Board
in 1998 [15] and the WCVI Aquatic Management Board in
2002. The mandates of these regional multi-party boards
did not directly include the type of local management
discussed here, although both boards were intended to
support this possibility.

Thus Kyuquot benefited from the leadership and
resources of the NTC and its associated boards, especially
its fisheries biologist who traveled to Kyuquot at regular
intervals, and from policy and strategy discussions at Nuu-
chah-nulth headquarters in Port Alberni, to which
Kyuquot band members traveled regularly, including the
second author during the earlier stages of his career. In
practice, however, the considerable expense and time
requirements of travel to and from this remote area meant
that Kyuquot had to be self-reliant most of the time. KCF
received relatively little management attention and per-
ceived that scarce funds were often better spent on local
management efforts than on communication.

4. Theoretical context: the resource and the community

In order to appreciate the degree of difficulty or ease of
establishing a legitimate local fisheries management system,
consideration is first given to the key structural character-
istics of the resource and the community which do or do
not lend themselves well to this development.6

4.1. Key characteristics of the resource

Several characteristics of clams lend themselves well to
local management. Clams are non-mobile and located in
specific known areas (the relatively few productive beaches,
which are much smaller than the entire territory). The size

of the territory in which the beaches are located is relatively
small so that all the beaches can be reached and monitored
by boat. Harvesting activity is relatively visible, as harvest-
ers must reach the beaches by boat, and so even if
harvesters hide, their boats are visible. The boundary
(footnote continued)

major confrontation between an aboriginal group and the province of

Quebec.
6Agrawal’s [16] five-part framework is combined with one previously

used [17] to characterize the nature of the resource management challenges

and the conditions favouring co-management arrangements developed in

Kyuquot. This framework involves (a) the nature of the resource, (b) the

nature of the community, (c) the nature of the institutional/governance

arrangements, (d) the nature of the senior government (co-managing)

agency and (e) the nature of markets. Because the main interest here is in

the historical development of (c) the arrangements for local management

of the clam fishery, the other categories are used merely to provide

context. Space restrictions do not allow consideration of (d) and (e).
around the resource territory is clear and defendable, so
that if unlicensed outsiders (not resident in Kyuquot, the
only community in Kyuquot Sound/Checleseht Bay) come
into the territory, their very presence can be questioned.
Clams are culturally salient (important). All the foregoing
characteristics make clam harvesting relatively easy to
monitor, given sufficient resources (a seaworthy boat, fuel,
and available staff). On the other hand, the non-spoilability

and storability of clams is high and permits illegal ‘‘pre-
digging’’. Clams can be dug before a legal harvest opening,
held for weeks under water in a sack, and then delivered
during a legal opening as if they had come from a different
beach. This challenging characteristic, not previously
identified in the literature, means that community support
and reporting of pre-digging activity are necessary in order
to achieve successful monitoring and enforcement of
fishing regulations. In sum, five characteristics of clams
lend themselves well to local monitoring/enforcement,
while two characteristics make non-local management
especially difficult.

4.2. Key characteristics of the community

Some characteristics of Kyuquot favor local manage-
ment. The community is small, remote, isolated, located in
the middle of a fairly large territory, and accessible only by
sea and air, pre-disposing members to a high degree of
interest in and identification with the resource. Because
unemployment and underemployment varies seasonally
from 30% to 40%, the community is also dependent on the
resource, especially in winter, when clam harvesting occurs
and when other employment is at its lowest. Furthermore,
a large number of local residents (62) hold commercial
licenses to harvest clams, in addition to the constitutionally
protected rights of all First Nations to harvest for food,
social, and ceremonial purposes. The clam fishery is the
only commercial fishery pursued as a family fishery by all
ages and all genders: spouses often dig as a team as well as
children and parents, youth and elders. The community
thus has an unusually strong interest in and identification

with the resource.7

All these features of place orientation, identification with
the resource, and dependence are highly favorable to local
management, but they are not the whole story. Dependence
on the clam fishery has another face. There are virtually8

no other fishing licenses held by community members who
7Kyuquot is not a homogeneous community which can be assumed to

have no internal disputes or important difference of opinion regarding

management. Internal decision-making processes are required to represent

some six major family groupings which formerly inhabited different village

sites, and the two originally separate groupings of these, Kyuquot and

Checleseht. The community is divided on how much authority in

management decision should eventually be accorded the traditional chiefs

and beachkeepers of each watershed, especially if these individuals do not

live in the community. Despite these differences, many forces unite the

community in the form of shared values, symbols, meaning, lifestyle,

kinship, and commitment to community.
8Except for one salmon licence and one herring licence.
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only two decades ago were extremely active in the salmon,
halibut, herring, and groundfish fisheries. Licenses were not
lost due to incompetence, poor financial planning, or
depressed stocks, but rather to government policies which
resulted in province-wide patterns of license concentration
into larger-scale vessels in urban areas and dispropor-
tionate loss of licenses in rural areas in the salmon fishery
[18]. In the halibut fishery, licensing has become privatized
in the form of individual transferable quotas, and no
quotas are held in Nuu-chah-nulth territory except for a
few which have been purchased by the Tribal Council
recently. Furthermore, the growth of a lucrative sport
fishery on salmon and halibut stocks in their area put
former Kyuquot fishers in positions as guides and employ-
ees of fishing lodges where once they had been primary
producers with direct access to the resource. This sport
fishery is largely unregulated, as DFO has the capacity to
come into the area only a few days a year, and KCF does
not have the authority to board sport or commercial vessels
or to detain a vessel if an illegal act is observed. Reporting
of sport fishing violations by Kyuquot employees on sport
vessels is inhibited by fear of job loss. In other words, the
clam fishery is the only one which the Kyuquots, and
the Nuu-chah-nulth feel is really theirs to manage in
that it takes place entirely in their traditional territory; it
includes few licensed outsiders; it has a high level of
community participation; and it is the last remaining
fishery in which they retain commercial licenses to any
significant degree.

Not surprisingly, the situation of lost access to tradi-
tional fisheries creates anger and depression, particularly
because outstanding aboriginal fishing rights and title
issues were unresolved until late 2007 and have had little
impact on clam management.9 These conditions in the
community create challenges for the legitimacy of federal
management, because the community perceives itself as an
object of colonialism, and is not pre-disposed to view
government regulations as fair or based on factual
evidence. Government water quality studies, which began
to close areas of Kyuquot Sound/Checleseht Bay to
clam fishing in 1988, created extraordinary challenges
for local management, which was in the position of
enforcing water quality regulations which were perceived
to have no legitimacy [19]. In sum, six out of eight
community characteristics favored the creation of local
management, but there were also unusual challenges
because of past relationships with federal and provincial
governments.
9The Nuu-chah-nulth launched a court case in 2005 against the federal

government for loss of access to their traditional fisheries, a case which

Kyuquot joined as an exception to their treaty negotiations. The largest

Nuu-chah-nulth fishing community, Ahousaht (population c. 1,000),

suffered some 50 suicide attempts in 2005, an occurrence which many

observers linked to the loss of fishing opportunity. Although five of the

Nuu-chah-nulth First Nations signed a final agreement in 2007, nine did

not.
5. Characteristics of local governance arrangements: the

importance of exclusion and internal regulation permitted

under depuration

The commercial fishery for Manila clams (Tapes

philippinarum) in WCVI was quite small until the 1980s,
but exceeded 800 metric tons by 1988 with a rise in prices
and market demand, after which landings rapidly
declined. DFO implemented area licensing in 1989
(the WCVI became Area F) and limited entry licensing in
1998 [15]. However, clam fisheries in Area F are still
vulnerable to overfishing because all of the Area F clam
license holders have the right to fish most of the WCVI.
The Area F Clam Board sets the overall catch for each
of the four sub-areas (of which Kyuquot Sound/Checleseht
Bay is one) based on historical catch, and anecdotal
discussion of abundance, but with little stock abundance
data. In other words, Kyuquot as a sub-area had neither
the right to exclude outsiders (other Area F licensees)
nor the formal right to regulate the fishing of its own
residents. The only mechanism used by the Clam Board
to regulate is the number of days of harvesting
(about 15–20 days a year in the last 10 years, distributed
over the 3–4 day low tide days November-March),
and the legal size limit of harvestable clams. Limiting
the days does not guarantee that any particular beaches
or areas will not be overharvested, however. It is desirable
to leave some legal-sized (mature) clams on the beach in
order to repopulate the beach more rapidly. Kyuquot/
Checleseht Fisheries (KCF) learned this lesson most
painfully when they closed their own sub-area in 1989,
based on their own survey’s evidence of low abundance.
When the fishery was re-opened in 1995, harvesters from all
Area F descended on the area and in one or two seasons
‘‘wiped out all the gains in abundance of the 5-year
closure’’. Thus lack of power to exclude is a major
impediment to local management. The second major
impediment is the lack of power to regulate the access of
local residents. Ironically, shellfish closures because of
water quality concerns became the source of a solution to
both these problems.
Out of this overfishing crisis in the early 1990s, and out

of the water quality closures which began in 1988 on a
small scale and expanded in 1993, KCF (with the help of
the Area F Clam Board) settled on a mechanism for
excluding outsiders, regulating (limiting) the harvest of
insiders, and keeping their two most productive beaches
open to harvest: depuration. The governance arrange-
ments listed in Table 1 and described in more detail below
apply to the clam fishery during the period it was managed
mostly as a depuration fishery 1999–2002. Depuration is a
process in which clams from contaminated beaches are sold
to a licensed processor who bathes the clams in tanks of
flowing disinfected water for 48 h, allowing them to purge
themselves of harmful bacteria and viruses. A stock
abundance survey must be done every two years and the
local authority may regulate how many harvesters dig at
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Table 1

Management activities in all clam fisheries as performed by Kyuquot/Checleseht Fisheries (KCF), Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO),

Environment Canada (EC), West Coast of Vancouver Island (WCVI) Clam Board (CB), Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council (NTC) fisheries biologist and the

Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)

Management activity Party performing activity Party receiving report

on activity

Stock abundance surveys KCF on depuration beaches 1998–2004; KCF on wild beaches 1988, 1995 DFO and community

Survey analysis DFO and the NTC biologist Community

Setting the harvest rate KCF for depuration beaches; sets rate conservatively (20% in year 1, 15% in year 2) Community; KFC

persuades diggers

License allocation KCF allocates and administers 36 Aboriginal Licenses after DFO’s initial allocation; DFO

administers 26 commercial clam licenses

Community

Monitoring &

enforcement of licensing

KCF enforces the rule that digger must have personal license in depuration fisheries; KCF enforces

rule that only licensed harvesters (both ACLs and Z2s) are allowed on wild beaches

Community

Harvest allocation KCF compiles a harvester list for each depuration harvest opening Community

Harvest planning KCF in depuration fisheries; WCVI Clam Board for wild beaches Community

Harvest monitoring KCF in both depuration fisheries and wild fisheries; occasionally assisted by Royal Canadian

Mounted Police (RCMP); occasionally DFO; community reports pre-digging

Community DFO

Enforcement of harvest

plan

KCF in depuration fisheries. KCF reported violators in the wild fishery to DFO Community; DFO in

wild

Water quality monitoring EC/CFIA, partly contracted to KCF EC/CFIA

Water quality closures Created by PRISC (composed of DFO, EC, CFIA), using EC data All

Water quality closure

enforcement

KCF and occasionally DFO Community

Habitat protection KCF persuades diggers to remove batteries, trash from beaches Community

Predator control NTC staff participate in Sea Otter Task Force Community, DFO

Habitat protection

education

KCF does education and reinforcement Community

Promotion of community

ethic

KCF does education regarding sustainable management and habitat protection Community

Visionary leadership &

inspiration

KCF Leonard John inspires crew and leads diggers and community during clam meetings Community
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any one time.10 Thus depuration became a virtual
mechanism for excluding outsiders, and regulating insiders.

Because depuration constituted a radical departure from
the historical and more lucrative wild clam fishery (which
continued to some extent alongside the depuration fisheries
until it was closed by Environment Canada (EC) in 2004),
willingness among Kyuquot diggers to support this
mechanism developed only gradually. Table 1 lists the 17
management activities and all the parties involved in wild
and depuration clam fisheries in Kyuquot. Of the 17
management activities in the clam fishery on depuration
and wild beaches, KCF was involved in 14. In 12 activities,
KCF was the primary actor. These 12 activities, taken
together, formed a system of informal local management
embedded in a de facto co-management arrangement. KCF
had the legal mandate to carry out only five of the activities
(data collection, setting the harvest rate on depuration
beaches, harvest monitoring, internal Aboriginal Clam
License (ACL) allocation, internal harvest allocation on
depuration beaches). However, if KCF had not monitored
and reported to DFO violations on all beaches in licensing,
digging on closed beaches, and pre-digging, the fishery
10Although Kyuquot was obligated to offer digging opportunity of 20%

of its harvesting to other Area F licensees, no diggers from outside

Kyuquot came to depuration fisheries, because only one beach was open

at a time, and because clam prices under depuration were lower.
would have been virtually unmanaged and overfished. In
other words, the fishery could not have functioned without
the extremely active involvement of KCF, despite the fact
that they have no legal mandate to perform these
management duties, and could not charge offenders (only
report them).

6. How a legitimate local management system developed

Here the story is characterized dynamically as key roles
played by various factors and as an interaction of factors at
key moments. Four stages in the development of legitimacy
are identified, each building on the previous stage: (1) a
vision and local scientific and regulatory legitimacy are
established, (2) the local authority gains political legiti-
macy, (3) the local authority gains regulatory capacity and
moral legitimacy, (4) environmental values are revived.
These developments must be viewed historically as a
growth from little pre-existing local regulation or author-
ity. When Leonard John arrived in Kyuquot in 1986, the
community had no experience of regulation of a commer-
cial clam fishery (which had previously been minimal as a
commercial fishery) and when water quality closures
began in 1988, virtually the entire community ignored
them, and any other regulations, including licensing.
In theory Kyuquot has chiefs with authority to be involved
in such matters, but in practice the chiefs do not live in
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the community, and they had no capacity to make or
enforce rules.

6.1. Stage one: establishing a vision, scientific and

regulatory legitimacy: 1986–1996

Leonard John’s career began with a 1986 visioning
exercise that NTC biologist Bill Green conducted in
Kyuquot, asking what future fishery was desired and what
steps were necessary to achieve it. The inspiring person-
ality, hopefulness, and vision of Green combined with
John’s idealism to sustain him through many challenges in
the next two decades. It set the stage for his determination
to bring the vision/long-term goal into being, and to believe
in natural science as an ally. This direction led to actions
through which KCF gained scientific legitimacy in the
community.

In 1987–1988, John led the initiative to conduct stock
assessments on key clam beaches, mobilizing a substantial
community effort and obtaining the first clear scientific
evidence about clam stock status. Through his educational
efforts, the community voted by a large margin (75%) that
beaches had to be closed to recover from past over-
harvesting. The importance of this action should not be
underestimated, as it indicated the existence of several
conditions. (1) KCF and the community believed in the
stock assessment science and were confident of their
connection to it through the training of the NTC fisheries
biologist and Leonard John; (2) KCF and the community
were willing to contribute considerable volunteer effort to
learn the status of their clam beaches; (3) the community
was willing to forfeit immediate fishing opportunity for the
benefit of protecting the future abundance of the stock.
Through the democratically-supported action of closing
the clam fishery, the community was willing to declare
confidence in the science and legitimize the closure. They
were taking leadership in the science, since at the time DFO
did not have a clam stock assessment protocol in place.
What is most important, however, is that the community
was declaring publicly that their own values and process of
deciding was consistent with an objective, scientific
standard which was open to public and government
scrutiny. Scientific legitimacy was thus based on objective
standards, noted as key by Jentoft [20].

In addition to applying scientific rigor, John exerted
rigorous regulatory authority through meticulous monitor-
ing and enforcement of the four major government rules
used to manage the clam fishery. (1) Diggers must hold a
valid commercial license; (2) diggers must harvest only
when there is a commercial harvest ‘‘opening’’ (no pre-
digging); (3) diggers must not harvest on beaches which
were closed due to water quality concerns; and (4) diggers
must deliver real and legal-size clams to the clam buyers
(vs. mud, gravel, and undersized clams). There was
considerable community support for KCF’s consistent
enforcement of these government regulations, with the
exception of the water quality closures. Because Kyuquot
residents ate clams from beaches classified as contaminated
and did not get sick, government closures of these beaches
had low credibility. In its role as enforcer of these closures,
KCF was viewed as being an arm of a colonial govern-
ment. KCF practiced two strategies to maintain regulatory
authority in these circumstances. It adopted a forgiving
strategy when diggers were discovered at night on closed
beaches: diggers were asked to leave and not return, and
would not be reported if they did not repeat the offense. It
reminded diggers that if government closures of contami-
nated beaches were not enforced, the entire area might be
closed. In other words, diggers were reminded that it was in
their self-interest to follow government regulations.
The community understood the need to establish

regulatory authority and respected John’s efforts, granting
him a degree of regulatory legitimacy. They reported pre-
digging activity, which could be observed when community
members left during closed low tides carrying clam digging
equipment. This decade 1986–1996 marked the first stage in
the creation of respect for the capacity and capability of a
local authority. But it was not sufficient in itself to produce
a successful local management system because there was
not full internal support for all the regulations. The local
authority was still perceived by many as enforcing the rules
of a colonial government, at least in the areas of licenses
and water quality closures. However, there was still
considerable respect for local authority simply for its
ability to produce scientific evidence, to enforce rules in
themselves, and thus maintain order. Furthermore, the
local authority in its forgiving strategy was giving the
message that it did not wish to punish, but simply to
prevent illegal activity for the benefit of locals (the benefit
being the prevention of a closure by government). In
summary, stage one saw the development of scientific and
regulatory legitimacy and some degree of management
capacity.

6.2. Stage two: the local authority gains political legitimacy:

1997–1998

To this regulatory legitimacy was added local political

legitimacy when KCF exerted its informal authority to
defend local fishing interests in two key instances. One
instance involved solving problems in local acquisition of a
new category of clam license, the ACL, for which
individuals were supposed to apply. When individuals did
not apply by the deadline, John took the risk of filling out
the applications himself for 36 community members who
needed them and secured these licenses for them. When it
became clear that these licenses would have been lost to the
community without John’s intervention, community mem-
bers recognized him as capable of acting as a management
authority in defense of their interests. In another instance,
John was able to reinstate confiscated clam licenses from
DFO, by showing that there had been a legitimate
misunderstanding of a new water quality closure boundary,
and that he, with the support of the Royal Canadian
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Mounted Police (RCMP) in the area, had only hours
before monitored the harvest and considered it legitimate.
Thus John garnered strong community approval for
mobilizing legal support (the police), and for being able
to use it to demonstrate to DFO that the community was
indeed monitoring its own fishery in this case. KCF was
perceived as being able to act effectively and decisively as a
local authority which could protect community fishing
rights. The political legitimacy it gained by these actions
put it in a stronger position to assert regulatory authority.

6.3. Stage three: the local authority gains regulatory

capacity and moral legitimacy

The gains of stage one and two were solidified and
extended in stage three (1999–2002, the depuration fishery)
as regulatory capacity was increased and as a democratic
and effective local system of management was developed in
a manner which won local moral authority for KCF.
Regulatory capacity was first extended by opening greater
communication with harvesters through individual visits
after offenses. For example, a digger who had been evicted
from a closed beach the night before would receive a
sympathetic visit from John the next day in his home, and
over a cup of coffee John would show respect for the
person and explain how he saw his job, and why the
regulation was important. Such visits assisted in diffusing
the anger often directed at John in the form of threats and
verbal abuse. Once the community (ACL) licenses had
been won for the community, John used his authority over
these licenses as a way of enforcing regulations by
reminding fishers that they were a communal good,
properly belonging to community members who were
willing to respect the rules. If the violator’s body language
suggested acceptance of the regulations and willingness to
comply in the future, the matter was left as a private
conversation; the violator was spared public confrontation.
If the violator displayed rudeness or resentment in the
private visit, however, John would write a letter the next
day, distributed to every household or at a public meeting,
stating, in essence ‘‘You know and I know what you did, so
stop it now or I’ll revoke your privilege. You’ll be put at
the bottom of the waiting list for a license.’’ The letter also
emphasized the public trust he felt in protecting and
honoring the communal licenses and the communal
resource, clams. This approach accorded the maximum
possible respect to fishers, and was a highly effective
exercise of regulatory power (threat of loss of license), but
because it was done in a traditional respectful manner
which minimized shame and provided a graceful exit
strategy to the offender, it also constituted an exercise of
moral authority, as discussed below.

In 1997–1998, KCF held clam meetings which were
increasingly well attended to discuss moving to depuration
and even regulating how many harvesters could dig in any
one tide. Depuration was a logical move at this point
because Environment Canada’s water quality closures
became more extensive, and depuration provided a way
to keep the two most productive beaches open to harvest,
as well as to exclude most outsiders.
Under depuration, KCF had the authority for the first

time to limit fishing effort on those beaches, which it did
through equitable allocation mechanisms. Through com-
munity discussions, a lottery draw was developed to award
digging opportunity to the first 15 harvesters to be drawn
from a hat. They had exclusive harvesting privileges for the
first low tide (3–4 days), to be replaced by the next 15
drawn on the following tide. The rules for how the lottery
would be managed, for how family would be included
after a first family member was drawn, etc. were developed
through a number of democratic and high-communication
avenues including clam meetings, individual meetings,
circulation of suggested rules in advance of the meeting,
and annual revisions of rules. KCF used additional
mechanisms to hold harvesters accountable to the
rules. Harvesters signed an agreement to abide by the
rules, and signed a sheet affirming that they were present
at the rule-making meeting. All these mechanisms served to
minimize denial and back-tracking, and to raise respect
for the agreements made at the clam meetings. In this way,
the regulatory capacity of KCF was increased. Because
the process was democratic, open, and responsive to digger
suggestions, KCF gained internal moral legitimacy in
addition to its increased regulatory legitimacy. Moral
legitimacy means that a management system is consistent
with the values of the social group, in this case the values
of egalitarian allocation and openness of the demo-
cratic process. Systems which have moral legitimacy are
believed by social scientists to be the most successful
and enjoy the highest rates of compliance, as discussed
below.
Scientific legitimacy was also increased during this

period, by two methods. Fishing effort estimates became
more sophisticated as the record of individual production
patterns were established through the buyer verification
process. Depuration digs occurred on only one beach at a
time, enabling a tighter system of recording and checking
the accuracy of each digger’s product delivery to the buyer.
At the same time, the stock surveys required every two
years produced an accurate gage of the natural abundance
of the beach and the impact of the diggers. In other words,
both the standing stock and the harvest were being
measured with far greater accuracy than had ever occurred
historically. It was in the second year that John persuaded
the diggers to adopt a precautionary approach by lowering
the harvest rate to 15%, and that he worked out a system
of spatial rotation of digging areas in addition to the
rotation of diggers. Diggers would only harvest one section
of the beach at a time, and return to that section only after
it had rested a few years. The NTC biologist described
what happened as a result: ‘‘All the unproductive areas
filled in and the beach became loaded with clams.’’ By the
third year of the depuration process, KCF realized that the
management system had been very successful in increasing
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clam abundance on the beaches, especially the largest
depuration beach, Malksope.

In summary, stage three was characterized by a further
growth of scientific and regulatory authority, especially
through the use for the first time of exclusion of outsiders
and limitation of the number of insiders digging at one time
on depuration beaches. In addition, beach area rotation
was used, similar to fallow field rotation. These new
regulatory mechanisms taken together allowed KCF to
achieve a high level of moral legitimacy. It has not been
sufficiently recognized that management systems run on
moral authority perform at a much higher level than those
run on legal, political, scientific, or regulatory authority
alone. To have complete legitimacy, a system must be
justified according to moral principles and values which
underpin the rational, legalistic, logistical, and scientific
grounds for management [20]. We summarize below how
the system met a number of criteria for moral legitimacy
that are broadly accepted by social scientists.
(1)
 There were objective standards in the system, regardless
of the users’ subjective views [21]. Objective standards
were evident in the stock assessment used to determine
the sustainable harvest level (natural science), the
process by which access was allocated (lottery), the
process by which regulations governing the harvest
were made (community meetings), the process through
which the harvest regulations were effectively and fairly
enforced (no favoritism), and the process by which
priorities and decision-making about the fishery were
made (community meetings, one-on-one discussions
with KCF).
(2)
 The standards were visible, transparent, and culturally

appropriate to the community and thus meet the
standard of ‘‘ideal normative agreement’’ which sociol-
ogist David Held, following Max Weber [20], consid-
ered the only regulatory communicative process that is
free of domination (as contrasted with coercion,
tradition, apathy, pragmatic acquiescence, instrumental
acceptance, normative agreement). The exceptions here
were the federal water quality standards enforced by
the KCF, which fall into the category of ‘‘instrumental
acceptance’’. The strength of the moral legitimacy of
the KCF in stage 3 can be measured by the fact that it
was not hurt for enforcing unpopular regulations with
low legitimacy, because its moral legitimacy was so
high where it did apply visible and objective standards.
Jentoft [20] proposed that a good test of a legitimate
system is whether users support it even when it
disadvantages them. Two fishers who disobeyed reg-
ulations, one of whom gleefully acknowledged this, still
showed respect for the KCF and the system, even while
making it clear that they would take individual
advantage when they could. Much of the literature on
procedural justice emphasizes that trust in leaders and
authorities is based more on the perceived fairness of
the means used to make decisions, and their consistency
with prevailing moral and ethical standards [22] than
on the fairness of the outcomes of those decisions [23].
The implication of this definition is that individuals will
react positively to a decision, even if it is not in their
favor, as long as they perceive the procedures used to
arrive at that decision to be fair, and particularly if they
have the opportunity to have a ‘‘voice’’ in the design of
the process [24]. Likewise, Schumann [7] showed that
development of ‘‘consciousness’’ about conservation
among Chilean fishers did not come from individual
success, but rather from the sense of working together
successfully in a group. Schumann’s finding, and this
case, supports Jentoft’s idea that individual outcomes
are less important than the perception that the system
as a whole is being run fairly.
(3)
 The outcomes were effective and fair. Tyler [12] and
Greenberg and Tyler [22], however, emphasized the
importance of actual results in addition to fair process
as a measure of legitimacy. The system was effective in
delivering a good result, as discussed above under
‘‘regulatory legitimacy’’. The KCF was perceived as
knowing how to do its job well, and implementing
the regulation effectively, catching offenders, being
vigilant.
(4)
 The role of scientific legitimacy. Social scientists are
divided on the question of the role of natural science in
creating legitimate regulations, since natural scientists
have been blamed for ‘‘getting it wrong’’ in many
fishing crises and have often ignored important local
knowledge [8]. However, this case demonstrates, in
conjunction with others [7,9,10], that the use of natural
science in the context of a cooperative and highly

communicative relationship plays a key role in legiti-
macy creation. In this case, scientific legitimacy played
a key role both in stage one and in stage three.
6.4. Stage four: revival of environmental values and the

creation of new values

The establishing of the management system’s moral
authority allowed the re-emergence and expression of
values and attitudes which had existed from the beginning,
but which had had no platform for some time. These
became more expressed internally and publicly as diggers
developed confidence they could regulate this fishery, and
command respect for the scientific, regulatory, political,
and moral authority of their management system. In stage
three the KCF had emphasized picking up garbage on the
beach, especially batteries from diggers’ headlamps which
would corrode and damage the beach and clams if
abandoned. Emphasis was also put on not disturbing the
food chain, replacing rocks and logs if these were moved
during digging, so that barnacles and micro-habitats would
remain in place. Care had to taken that engine propellers
did not dig up the sand when a boat landed, and that oil
was not spilled on the beach. Concerns about protecting
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and not disturbing ecosystem functions were part of the
traditional Nuu-chah-nulth understanding of the natural
world that ‘‘everything is one’’.

In stage four, more diggers voluntarily did these
activities, also picking up garbage left by other diggers,
and reported to KCF that they had done this. They had
begun to take responsibility for taking care of the resource
in a way which showed forethought about the health of the
beach, and a concern for stewarding the resource.

7. Conclusions

The purpose of exploring an 18-year legitimacy-building
process in one fishery in one community was to show that
legitimacy is complex, multi-faceted, and developed pro-
gressively as components evolve. Regulatory, scientific,
political, and moral components of legitimacy tend to
interact and be mutually reinforcing, as was the case
particularly with regulatory and scientific components, and
with political and moral components. The historical ‘‘worst
case scenario’’ of widespread poaching and disregard for
regulations in 1986 allowed a clearer analysis of how a
highly successful system was built over time.

Structural characteristics of the resource and the
community lent themselves well to local regulation and
the creation of local legitimacy: seven out of nine
important resource characteristics could be seen as favor-
able to local management, while six out of eight commu-
nity characteristics were also favorable. Consistent with the
common property and co-management literature, we
consider that the more such structural characteristics exist
as pre-conditions, the stronger is the foundation for
legitimacy creation. Furthermore, the local authority was
able to exercise de facto power in 12–14 of the 17 activities
in clam management.

However, this analysis points to the fact that these
structural conditions are insufficient in themselves to create
an effective regulatory system, and that an examination of
these characteristics needs to be integrated into a dynamic
account of how legitimacy is built. The historical account
of the stages of building legitimacy illustrated how each
stage built upon the preceding one, and appeared to be a
pre-condition for it. After examining four stages in the
creation of legitimacy, it is possible to generate the
following hypotheses about some of the key conditions
for and dynamics of creating legitimate fishing regulations
and a legitimate local management authority.
1.
 This case lends support to the hypothesis of several
others that the sharing of ecological knowledge by
natural scientists plays a key role in legitimizing
regulations. It does not appear to matter if the scientist
works for government, is a consultant, or a local
manager applying scientific methods. What matters is
that the science is communicated effectively and that
time is taken to teach and discuss it respectfully with
fishers.
2.
 This discussion leads to the hypothesis that regulatory
legitimacy is a key dimension of and building block in
legitimacy creation, to the extent that the local authority
can demonstrate effectiveness in implementing regula-
tions (including those of the state), and keeping the
system functional, orderly, and acceptable to the state so
that closures are not threatened, and to the extent that a
moderate level of involvement by fishers can be
maintained. The twice yearly well-attended clam meet-
ings as a venue for creating and revising regulations is a
good example of a ‘‘middle ground’’ level of involve-
ment of fishers in regulation [20], a level that is not too
overwhelming in its demands or details. Fishers were
happy to make basic regulatory policy decisions based
on information presented at these meetings, and sign
onto specific details about allocation of opportunity,
partially because the local authority was perceived as an
effective regulator and partially because the regulations
were perceived as fair and sensible.
3.
 This discussion leads to the hypothesis that political
legitimacy is an important dimension of legitimacy
creation, in that the local authority is perceived as an
effective defender of local fishing rights, willing and able
to stand up to external authority when necessary.
4.
 This discussion leads to the hypothesis that scientific
and regulatory legitimacy are forms of legitimacy that
apply at the ‘‘instrumental acceptance’’ level in David
Held/Max Weber’s hierarchy of factors that produce
compliance. In other words, fishers follow regulations
because it helps them achieve their own goals, whether
they believe in the regulations or not. Political legiti-
macy, on the other hand, appears to operate at the level
of ‘‘normative agreement’’ in that local fishers respect
the power and initiative of the local authority in
defending them against actions by the state.
5.
 This discussion leads to the hypothesis that moral
legitimacy is the most important form of legitimacy,
operating at the ‘‘ideal normative agreement’’ level, and
based on fishers’ perceptions that the regulations are
fair, democratically made, transparent, inclusive, and
produce good outcomes.
6.
 This discussion leads to the hypothesis that scientific,
regulatory, and political forms of legitimacy precede and
support the creation of moral legitimacy, and are
necessary for its emergence. Therefore, the order in
which various forms of authority are exerted is
important. Moral legitimacy could only develop after
scientific, regulatory, and political legitimacy were in
place. The latter three may be seen as the building
blocks for the development of a local management
system, which cannot have substantial strength until it
also has moral legitimacy, and therefore is adopted as
part of the value system of the local community.
7.
 These findings support the finding of Schumann [7] that
it is management and not ownership that leads to
stewardship. While the discussion has not dealt with
individual transferable quotas, it has considered a
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situation in which First Nations assert ownership, but
became stewards when they had build an effective and
legitimate management system.
8.
 These findings support those of others who state that it
is necessary to go beyond asking how regulations are
perceived by fishers if the goal is to learn how to make
effective regulations while lowering the cost of monitor-
ing and enforcement. It is necessary to also consider the
legitimacy of the management authority and the
legitimacy of the management system in its process
and outcomes.

Finally, an important finding of this discussion is that a
local management system based on the mechanisms
described above can be highly effective, and certainly far
more effective than a government system working alone.
Senior governments do not have the capacity to enforce
their regulations, or to devise ones which could work in
remote areas. In such remote situations, government
acceptance of local management should be based on an
awareness that the alternative is—without a local author-
ity—substantial poaching and overexploitation. Senior
governments needs to recognize the great value of multi-
dimensional local legitimacy in achieving sustainable
management of a resource which has not yet been
successfully managed by conventional means.
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